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THE REMOVABLE SETS OF THE SOLUTIONS OFDEGENERATE PARABOLIC EQUATIONS
Abstract

In the paper, the necessary and su�cient condition of removability of a com-pact with regard to a �rst boundary-value problem for second order degeneratedivergent parabolic equations in the space of bounded functions is established.
Introduction. Let En and Rn+1 be Euclidian spaces of the pointsx = (x1; :::; xn) and (x; t) = (x1; :::; xn; t) ; respectively. 
 � En be a boundeddomain with boundary @
.QT is a cylindrical domain 
 � (0; T ), lying in the Euclidian space Rn+1;ST = @
 � [0; T ]; Q0 = f(x; t) : x 2 
; t = 0g. Let's consider in QT the parabolicequation

Lu = @u@t �
nX

i;j=1
@@xi
�aij (x; t) @u@xj

� = f (x; t) ; (1)
uj�(QT ) = 0; (2)

where � (QT ) is a parabolic boundary consisting of lateral surface ST and lowerbase. Concerning to coe�cients we assume, that kaijk (x) is a real symmetricalmatrix with the measurable elements in QT and for all (x; t) 2 QT and � 2 En thefollowing condition is ful�lled
 nX
i=1�i (x; t) �2i �

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t) �i�j � �1 nX

i=1�i (x; t) �2i ; (3)
where  2 (0; 1] is a constant, �i (x; t) = �jxj� +pjtj��i ; jxj� = nPi=1 jxij��i ;��i = 22 + �i ; � = (�1; :::; �n) ; �i � 0; i = 1; :::; n; and 0 � �i < 2n� 1 ; i = 1; :::; n.Concerning the right-hand side we assume, that f (x; t) 2 L2 (QT ).Denote by �� = minf�1; :::; �ng; �+ = maxf�1; :::; �ng. Denote by A (QT ) theset of smooth functions u (x; t) 2 C1 � �QT � for which it is possible to �nd the domain
 (u) such that �
 (u) � 
 and suppu 2 
 (u) � [0; T ]. Let's denote by �W 1;02;� (QT )and �W 1;12;� (QT ) the completion of A (QT ) by norms

kuk�W 1;0
2;�(QT ) =

264vraimaxt2[0;T ]
Z

 u

2dx+ nX
i=1
Z
QT

�i (x; t)� @u@xi
�2 dxdt

375
1=2
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and

kuk�W 1;1
2;�(QT ) =

0B@ZQT

0B@u2 + nX
i=1
Z
QT

�i (x; t)� @u@xi
�2 + �@u@t

�21CA dxdt
1CA

1=2

respectively.Then denote by ut = @u@t ; ui = @u@xi ; i = 1; :::; n.The set of all bounded functions in QT we'll denote by M (QT ).The function u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) is called a generalized solution of problem(1)-(2), if for any function � (x; t) 2 �W 1;12;� (QT ) and for any t1 2 [0; T ] the integralidentity is ful�lledZ

 u (x; t1) � (x; t1) dx�

Z
Qt1

u�tdxdt+ Z
Qt1

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)ui�jdxdt =

Z
Qt1

f�dxdt; (4)
where Qt1 = 
 � (0; t1). Everywhere further the notation C (�) means, that thepositive constant C depends only on constants of the brackets. Let's introduce thespaces �W 1;0p;� and Lp;! (QT ). Let ! (x; t) be a measurable function in QT , �nite andpositive for a.e. (x; t) 2 QT . Denote by Lp;! (QT ) a Banach space of the functionsu (x; t), given on QT , with the �nite norm:

kukLp;!(QT ) =
0B@ZQT

(! (x; t))p=2 ju (x; t)jp dxdt
1CA

1=p
; 1 < p <1:

�W 1;0p;� (QT ) is a Banach space of the functions u (x; t), given on QT , with the �nitenorm:
kukW 1;0p;�(QT ) =

264ZQT

jujp dxdt+ nX
i=1
Z
QT

(�i (x; t))p=2 juijp dxdt
375
1=p

;
1 < p < 1. Now, similar to �W 1;02;� (QT ) it is introduced the subspace �W 1;0p;� (QT )for p 2 (1;1). The space adjoint to �W 1;0p;� (QT ) we'll denote by �W 1;0p;� (QT ). LetE � QT be some compact. Let's denote by AE (QT ) the totality of all functionsu (x; t) 2 C1 � �QT � and for each of them there exists some neighbourhood of thecompact E, in which u (x; t) = 0. The function u (x; t) 2 W 1;02;� (QT n E) is called ageneralized solution of the equation Lu = f (x) in QT n E, vanishing on � (QT ), ifintegral indentity (4) is ful�lled for any function � (x) 2 AE (QT ).The compact E is called removable with regard to �rst boundary-value problemfor the operator L in the space M (QT ), if any generalized solution of the equationLu = 0 in QT n E, vanishing on � (QT ) and belonging to the space M (QT ) ; isidentically equal to zero.
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The purpose of the present paper is �nding necessary and su�cient condition ofremovability of the compact E in above indicated sense.The questions of removability for uniformly elliptic equations of divergent struc-ture have been considered in the papers [1], [2], [3] for uniformly degenerate ellipticequations in the papers [4], [5], for non uniformly degenerate elliptic equations in thepaper [6]. Let's remind also the paper [7]. Removability of the compacts for solutionof parabolic equations is well studied in the class of bounded and H}older functions[8], [9], [10], [11]. At that the condition of removability is described subiect to thetype of equation in terms of equality to zero of corresponding Hausdor� capacitiesand measures.Let's consider, that the coe�cients of the operator L are continued in Rn+1 n QTwith preservation of conditions (3). For this it is su�cient, for example, to supposeaij (x; t) = �ij�i (x; t) for (x; t) 2 Rn+1 n QT ; i; j = 1; :::; n; where �ij is a Kroneker'ssymbol. For x0 2 En; R > 0 and k > 0 we'll denote by ER; k �x0� the ellipsoid(x : nPi=1

�xi � x0i �2R�i < (kR)2) �E is such an ellipsoid, that �QT � E , and B (E) is a set
of functions, satisfying the uniform E Lipshit's condition in 0 and vanishing close to@E .We'll say, that the function u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (E) is non negative on the set H � Ein the sense of functions �W 1;02;� (E) such that fum (x; t)g;m = 1; 2; :::; for u(m) (x; t) 2B (E) ; u(m) (x; t) � 0 for (x; t) 2 H and limm!1 kum (x; t)� u (x; t)kW 1;0

2;�(E) = 0.We'll say that the function u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) is non negative on � (QT )in the sense of �W 1;02;� (QT ) if there exists sequence of the functions fu(m) (x; t)g;m = 1; 2; :::; such, that u(m) (x; t) 2 C(1) � �QT � ; u(m) (x; t) � 0 for (x; t) 2 � (QT )and limm!1 kum (x; t)� u (x; t)kW 1;0
2;�(QT ) = 0. Similarly it is possible to de�ne theinequalities u (x; t) � const; u (x; t) � � (x; t) ; u (x; t) � 0 and also u (x; t) = 1 onthe set H in the sense of �W 1;02;� (E).Let h (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) ; f0 (x; t) 2 L2 (QT ) ; f i (x; t) 2 L2;��1i (QT ) ;i = 1; :::; n; be given functions. Let's consider the �rst boundary-value problem

Lu = f0 (x; t) + nX
i=1

@f i (x; t)@xi ; (x; t) 2 QT ; (5)
(u (x; t)� h (x; t)) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) : (6)

The function u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) is called a generalized solution of problem (5)-(6) if for any function � (x) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) the integral identity (4) is ful�lled withcorresponding right-side, i.e. in (4) the right-hand side will be in the form:
Z
QT1

"f0 (x; t) �dxdt� nX
i=1f i (x; t) �i

# dxdt:
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Lemma 1. If with respect to coe�cients of the operator L conditions (3)

are ful�lled, then the �rst boundary-value problem has a unique generalized solu-

tion u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) for h (x) 2 W 1;02;� (QT ) ; f0 (x) 2 L2 (QT ) ; f i (x) 2L2;��1i (QT ) ; i = 1; :::; n.Proof. We'll show the scheme of the proof. First of all we prove the estimationfor u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT )Z
Qt1

u2dxdt � C1 (�;�) ZQt1

nX
i=1�i (x; t)u2i dxdt; (7)

as t1 2 [0; T ]. This estimation is obtained from representation of u (x; t) in the formof the integral:
u �x1; x0; t0� = x1Z

�Ru1
�� ; x0; t0� d�; where x0 = (x2; :::; xn) ; t0 2 (0; t1) :

Then we'll apply H}older's inequality and estimate the integrals with weight,using condition on the weight �ix1Z
�R

d��1 (� ; x0; t0) �
x1Z
�R

d��pjt0j+ j� j��1 + nPi=2 jxij��i
��i �

RZ
�R

d�j� j2�1=(1+�1) ;

and as 2�12 + �1 < 1, then RR
�R d��1 (� ; x0; t0) � C2 (�;R).To prove the existence and uniqueness of the solution we �rst of all pass to thesmooth domains and smooth coe�cients. We use the weight estimations of type (7)and then passing to the limit in the norm �W 1;02;� (QT ) we obtain the required.For example, let's show the uniqueness of the solution. Let's assume, that thereexist two solutions u(1) (x; t) and u(2) (x; t) of our problem. Let u (x; t) = u(1) (x; t)�u(2) (x; t). Then for any function � (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) which vanishes to zero at t = Tthe following identity is ful�lled:

�ZQT

u�tdxdt+ ZQT

nX
j=1aij (x; t)ui�jdxdt = 0: (8)

Let's �x an arbitrary � 2 (0; T0 + T ) and suppose, that � (x; t) vanishes at 0and t � �T0 and t � T � �. Denote for h 2 (0; �] ��h (x; t) = 1h tRt�h� (x; t) d� and
substitute in (8) � = ��h. We'll obtain

�ZQT

u (��h)t dxdt+ ZQT

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)ui (��h)j dxdt = 0: (9)
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Taking into account (��h)t = (�t)�h ; (��h)j = ��j��h and that

�ZQT

u (�t)�h dxdt = � Z
QT��

uh�tdxdt = Z
QT��

(uh)t �dxdt;
Z
QT

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)ui

��j��h dxdt = Z
QT��

nX
i;j=1 (aij (x; t)ui)h �jdxdt;

from (9) we haveZ
QT

(uh)t �dxdt+ Z
QT��

nX
i;j=1 (aij (x; t)ui)h �jdxdt = 0; (10)

here uh (x; t) = 1h t+hRt u (x; �). From the paper [12] it follows, that (10) is true for any
function � (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT��). Thus, substituting to (10) � (x; t) = uh (x; t) andtending h to zero, we'll obtain

12
Z

 u

2 (x; T � �) dx+ Z
QT��

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)uiujdxdt = 0:

From condition (3) we'll obtainZ

 u

2 (x; T � �) dx = 0:
As � is arbitrary from (0; T0 + T ), we'll obtain RQT

u2 (x; t) dxdt = 0 i.e. u (x; t) =
0 almost everywhere. The uniqueness is proved.The lemma is proved.Lemma 2. Let with respect to coe�cients of the operator L conditions (3) be

ful�lled and ER;1 (0) � (0; T ) � QT . Then for any generalized solution u (x; t) 2�W 1;02;� (QT ) of equation (1) in QT the inequality of Harnack's type is true

supu
ER;1(0)�(0;T ) � C1 (; �; �) inf

ER;1(0)�(0;T )u; (11)
and if at that (y; t) 2 @ER;2 (0)� (0; T ) and ER;1 (y)� (0; T ) � QT , then inequality

of type (11) is true in ER;1 (y)� (0; T ).The proof of this lemma carried out closer to ideas of the paper [13] takinginto account the features of the weight �i (x; t). For example, for a function fromAE (QT ), where E = ER;1 (0) � (t1; t2) and � = 2k � 1k at R0 such, that R � R0,the inequality is true0@IE u
2�dxdt

1A1=� � C1
0B@ maxt1�t�t2

I
"R;1(0)u

2dx+
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+R2I

E
nX
i=1�i (x; t)u2i dxdt

1A
here IE u2�dxdt =

1mesE REudxdt. Then to the integral identity we substitute � (x; t) =
u�+1

2 as � 6= 0;�1 and � (x; t) = � lnu, as � = �1.Further estimations are done similar to [13].Lemma 3. Let with respect to coe�cients of the operator L conditions (3) be ful-

�lled. Then there exists p0 (�; n) such, that if p > p0; h (x) 2W 1;0p;� (QT ) ; f0 (x; t) 2Lp (QT ) ; f i (x; t) 2 Lp;��1i (QT ), then any generalized solution u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT )
of equation (1) is continuous by H}older in each strictly inner subdomain QT .This lemma is a corollary of lemma 2. And the proof is standard.Lemma 4. Let with respect to coe�cients L conditions (3) be ful�lled, andu (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (QT ) be generalized solution of �rst boundary-value problem (5)-(6)

at f i (x; t) � 0; i = 0; :::; n. Then, if h (x) is bounded on � (QT ) in the sense ofW 1;02;� (QT ), then for the solution u (x; t) the following maximum principle is true

inf�(QT )h � infQT
u � supQT

u � sup�(QT )h;
where inf�(QT )h

 supQT
h! is the least upper (lower) bound of such numbers a, for which

h (x) � a (h (x) � a) on � (QT ) in the sense of W 1;02;� (QT ).The lemma is proved similarly to the maximum principle for parabolic equations.Let's suppose, that the coe�cients of the operator L are smooth in �QT and thefunction V (x; t) is �nite by norm of the space W 1;02;� (Rn+1 n �) such, that
LV = 0 in Rn+1 n �; V jt=0 = 0; V jt=0 = 0; V j�(Rn+1 n �) = 1;

where � is a step domain with a smooth boundary (i.e. with smooth boundaries ofthe bases of components of it's cylinders). The existence of such a function followsfrom lemma 1 and [12]. The number
capL (�) = Z

�@V@� � V cos (n; t)� ds;
where  is an arbitrary closed piece-wise smooth surface, containing inside of itself�; is called L capacity �. In this de�nition the integral doesn't depend on  andas  we'll take @�. If instead of Rn+1 we'll take the ellipsoid ET = ER;K (0)� (0; T )and � � ET is some compact, then cap(ET )L (�) is similarly de�ned, which is calledL capacity of the compact � with regard to ET .Lemma 5. There exist constants C1 and C2, dependent on ; �;
 such that

C1 (; �;
) capL1 (�) < capL2 (�) < C2 (; �;
) capL1 (�) :
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Proof. Let w and � be solutions of the equations L1w = 0 and L2� = 0.Then @=� means a conormal derivative for corresponding operator, �t is directionconsine of the normal with axist t, equaled to 1, if integration is taken by lowercover, and equaled to �1, if integration is taken by upper cover of �. Let � � �T ;�T = f(t; x) : 0 < t < Tg. To the identity R�T n� (wL2� + �L1w) dxdt = 0 we'll apply

Green's formula and using properties w and �, we'll obtain
J (�;w) = Z@�

� @�@�2 + @w@�1 � �w�t� ds;
where

J (�;w) = nX
i;j=1

Z
�T n �

�aij�xiwxj + bij�xjwxi� dxdt+ ZRn

� (x; T )w (x; T ) dx;
here aij and bij are coe�cients of the operators L1 and L2. Estimating J (�;w) frombelow, we'll obtain

J (�;w) � 12 (capL1 (�) + capL2 (�)) :
Using condition (3) and H}older's inequality, estimating J (�;w) from above, we'llobtain the estimation

capL1 (�) + capL2 (�) � 42pcapL1 (�) � capL2 (�)
this proves the lemma.The lemma is proved.Let � be a measure, given on ET . We'll say, that the function u (x; t) 2 L1 (ET ) isa weak solution of the equation Lu = ��, equaled to zero on � (ET ), if any function' (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) \ C �ET � ; L' (x; t) 2 C (��T ) the integral identity is ful�lledZ

ET

u (x; t)L' (x; t) dxdt = Z
ET

'd�:
By lemma 1 at h = 0 the exists continuous linear operator H from �W 1;02;� (ET )into �W 1;02;� (ET ) such that for each T 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) the function u = H (T ) is a uniquein �W 1;02;� (ET ) generalized solution of the equation Lu = T .The operator H is called Green operator. By lemma 3 this operator at p >p0 reduces �W 1;02;� (ET ) into C �ET �. The function u (x; t) is a weak solution of theequation Lu = ��; equal to zero on � (ET ), if and only if, for any function  (x; t) 2C �ET � the identity is ful�lledZ

ET

u (x; t) (x; t) dxdt = Z
ET

H ( ) d�: (12)
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Similarly in [2] it is proved, that for every measure � on ET there exists a uniqueweak solution of the equation Lu = �� equal to zero on � (ET ).We'll say, that the measure � 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) if there exists the vector �f (x; t) =�f0 (x; t) ; f1 (x; t) ; :::; fn (x; t)� ; f0 (x; t) 2 L2 (ET ) ; f i (x; t) 2 L2;��1i (ET ) i =1; :::; n; for any function ' (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) \ C �ET � the integral identity is true

� (' (x; t)) = Z
ET

'd� = Z
ET

 f0 (x; t)' (x; t)� nX
i=1f i (x; t)'i

! dxdt;
Hence we get �������

Z
ET

'd�
������� � C � �f� k'kW 1;0

2;�(ET ) :
Lemma 6. The weak solution u (x; t) of the equation Lu = ��, equaled to zero

on � (ET ) ; belongs to �W 1;02;� (ET ) if and only if � 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ).Proof. First of all we'll show, that if the function u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) satis�esthe integral identityZ
ET

u'tdxdt+ Z
ET

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)ui'jdxdt = �Z

ET

'd� (13)
for any function ' (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET )\C �ET �, then it is a weak solution of the equa-tion Lu = ��, equaled to zero on � (ET ). Really, assuming ' = H ( ) ;  (x; t) 2C (ET ) we obtainZ

ET

H ( ) d� = Z
ET

'd� = �Z
ET

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)ui'jdxdt�

Z
ET

u'tdxdt =
= Z

ET

u nX
i;j=1

�aij (x; t)'j�i dxdt� Z
ET

u'tdxdt =
= Z

ET

uL'dxdt = Z
ET

u (x; t) dxdt;
and now using identity (12) we'll obtain the required. The proof of � 2 �W 1;02;� (ET )is similar to the paper [6], vice versa, if u (x; t) is a weak solution of the equationLu = �� equaled to zero on � (ET ) and � 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ), then there exist f0; f i suchthat Z

ET

 f0'� nX
i=1f i'i

! dxdt = Z
ET

'd� = Z
ET

uL'dxdt =
= Z

ET

u
24 nX
i;j=1

�aij (x; t)'j�i � 't
35 dxdt =
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= Z

ET

24� nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)ui'j + u't

35 dxdt;
for any function ' (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) \C �ET � ; L' (x; t) 2 C �ET �. Then by lemma1 we obtain, that u (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ).The lemma is proved.Let � (x; t) be a Dirac's measure, concentrated at the point (0; 0) ; (y; t) be onarbitrary �xed point ET .The weak solution g (x; y; t) of the equation Lg = �� (x� y; t), equaled to zeroon � (ET ) ; is called Green function of the operator L in ET .In the case ET = Rn+1 the corresponding function is called fundamental so-lution of the operator L and is denoted by G (x; t). According to above stated,if  (x; t) is an arbitrary function belonging C �ET � ; then the generalized solu-tion ' (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) of equation h' = �	, can be represented in the form' (y) = R

ET
g (x; y; t)	 (x; t) dxdt. It is possible to show, that g (x; y; t) is non-negative

in ET � ET ; such that g (x; y; t) = g (y; x; t).Lemma 7. For any charge of the boundary variation � on ET the following

integral u (x; t) = Z
ET

g (x; y; t) d� (y)
exists, is �nite a.e. in ET and is a weak solution of the equation Lu = ��, equaled
to zero on � (ET ).Proof. Let � be measure in ET and  (x; t) 2 C �ET � ;  (x; t) � 0 in "T . De-note by ' (x; t) 2 �W 1;02;� (ET ) a generalized solution of the equation L' = � (x; t).Then ' (x; t) 2 C �ET � according to Lemma 3 and ' (x; t) � 0 by Lemma 4and ' (y) = R

ET
g (x; y; t) (x; t) dxdy. By Fubini theorem hence we conclude, thatR

ET
g (x; y; t) d� (y) exists almost for all (x; t) 2 ET and

Z
ET

H ( ) d� (y) = Z
E

' (y) d� (y) = Z
ET�

Z
ET

g (x; y; t) (x; t) dxdtd� (y) =
= Z

ET

 (x; t)u (x; t) dxdt: (14)
Equality (14) is ful�lled for any non-negative and continuous in ET function (x; t). Now taking into account (12) we obtain the required statement.The lemma is proved.Let's consider the L -capacity potential u (x; t) of the compact � with respectto ET . By Schwartz theorem [14] there exists the measure � on � such that

�Z
ET

u�tdxdt+ Z
ET

nX
i;j=1aij (x; t)ui�jdxdt =

Z
ET

�d�: (15)
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As u (x; t) = 1 on � in the sense �W 1;02;� (ET ), then the support of the measure � islocated on � (�). The measure � is called L -capacity distribution of the compact�. By Lemma 7 the L capacity potential u (x; t) is a weak solution of the equationLu = ��, equaled to zero on � (ET ) and can be represented in the form

u (x; t) = Z
ET

g (x; y; t) d� (z) : (16)
On the other hand, there exists the sequence of the function f�(m) (x; t)g;m =1; 2; :::; such that �(m) (x; t) 2 B (ET ) ; �(m) (x; t) = 1 for (x; t) 2 � andlimm!1 �(m) � uW 1;0

2;�
= 0. Supposing (15) �(m) (x; t) ; instead of � (x; t) we obtain,that its right-hand side is equal to � (�) at any natural m, when the left-hand sidetends to cap(ET )L (�) as m!1. So

cap(ET )L (�) = � (�) : (17)
Lemma 8. Let conditions (3) be ful�lled, (y; t) 2 � (ER;2 (0)� (0; T )) ; ER;1 (y)�(0; T ) � QT ; (x; t) 2 � (ER;1 (y)� (0; 1)). Then for Green's function g (x; y; t) the

estimations are true

C1 (; �; n) hcap(ET )L �ER;1 (y)� (0; T )�i�1 � g (x; y; t) �
� C2 (; �; n) hcap(ET )L �ER;1 (y)� (0; T )�i�1 : (18)

If ER;1 (0)� (0; T ) � QT ; (x; t) 2 � (ER;1 (0)� (0; T )), then
C1 (; �; n) hcap(ET )L �ER;1 (0)� (0; T )�i�1 � g (x; 0; t) �

� C2 (; �; n) hcap(ET )L �ER;1 (0)� (0; T )�i�1 : (19)Proof. First of all, assume that the coe�cients of the operator L are su�cientlysmooth in ET .The general case is obtained from this by the passage to the limit. Then at x 6= ythe function g (x; y; t) is continuous on x and y, and
limx!yg (x; y; t) =1: (20)

Let's take the positive number a, which will be chosen later,Ka = fx : g (x; y; t) �ag, where (y; t) is an arbitrary �xed point on � (ER;2 (0)� (0; T )). From (20) it fol-lows, that (y; t) is an inner point of the compact K. Then L -capacity potentialK represented in the form (16) is continuous at the point (y; t), and it means itequals unit at this point. So 1 = R
ET
g (x; y; t) d�a (z), where �a;is the L -capacity

distribution of the compact Ka.
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If will take into account, that the support of the measure � is located on � (Ka),and use (17), then we'll obtain

�a (Ka) = cap(ET )L (Ka) = 1a: (21)
Now choosing a = inf(x;t)2�(ER;1(0)�(0;T ))g (x; y; t), by maximum principle ER;1 (y)�

(0; T ) � Ka. Then from (21) we obtain
cap(ET )L �ER;1 (y)� (0; T )� � cap(ET )L (Ka) = 1a: (22)

If put b = sup(x;t)2�(ER;1(0)�(0;T ))g (x; y; z), then ER;1 (y)� (0; T ) � Kb i.e.
cap(ET )L �ER;1 (y)� (0; T )� � cap(ET )L (Kb) = 1b : (23)

From (22) and (23) we obtain, that
inf(x;t)2�(ER;1(0)�(0;T ))g (x; y; t) �

hcap(ET )L �ER;1 (y)� (0; T )�i�1 �
� sup(x;t)2�(ER;1(0)�(0;T ))g (x; z; t) : (24)

Taking into account estimation (11) of Lemma 2 and (24) we obtain the requaredestimation (18). Estimation (19) is proved similarly.The lemma is proved.Corollary. Under the lemma's conditions let y 2 � (ER;2 (0)� (0; T )) ; ER;1 (y)�(0; T ) � QT ; (x; y) 2 � (ER;1 (y)� (0; T )) or y = 0; ER;1 (0)� (0; T ) � QT ; (x; y) 2� (ER;1 (0)� (0; T )). Then for the fundamental solution of G (x; y; t) the estimation

C1 �capL �ER;1 (y)� (0; T )���1 � G (x; y; t) �
� C1 �capL �ER;1 (y)� (0; T )���1

is true.Theorem 1. Let with respect to coe�cients of the operator L conditions (3)

be ful�lled. Then for removability of the compact E � QT with respect to �rst

boundary-value problem for the operator L in the space M (QT ) it is necessary and

su�cient, that capL (E) = 0: (25)Proof. Su�ciency. If condition (25) is ful�lled, then by above stated
cap(ET )L (E) = 0: (26)

First of all not losing generality, we'll consider the case, when the coe�cientsL are in�nitely di�erentiable in ET . Fix the arbitrary " > 0 and M0 = �x0; t0� 2
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QT nE. By virtue of (26) there exists the neighbourhood � of the compact E such,that cap(ET )L ���� < ": (27)It is possible to take " so small, that

dist �M0; ��� � 12dist �M0; E� : (28)
Denote by �� (x; t) and �� the L capacity potential of the compact �� withrespect to ET and �L capacity distribution ��, respectively. According to the aboveproved �� (x; t) = Z

ET

g (x; y; t) d� (y) ;
and the function �� (x; t) is a generalized solution of the equation L� = 0 in ET n��,vanishing on 0 in � (ET ) and 1 in � (ET ) in sense W 1;02;� (ET ). Consider u (x; t) 2M (QT ) is solution of the equation Lu = 0 in QT nE vanishing on � (QT ) anddenote M = supQT

juj. The function �� (x; t) we'll be non-negative on � (QT ) in the
sense of W 1;02;� (QT ). Hence we obtain that the function u (x; t)�M�� (x; t) being ageneralized solution of the equation Lu = 0 in QT n�, is non-positive on � (QT n�).Then by maximum principle, by lemma 4, u (x; t) �M�� (x; t) � 0 in QT and, inparticular u �M0� �M�� �M0� � sup(y;t)2�(�)g �x0; t0; y��� ���� =

=M sup(y;t)2�(�)g �x0; t0; y� cap(ET )L ���� : (29)
By virtue of the function g (x; y; t) at x 6= y and inequality (28) we have

sup(y;t)2�(�)g �x0; t0; y� � C3 �; �; n;M0; E� :
So, from (27) and (29) we obtain u �M0� �M �C3 �". As " is arbitrary, hence weobtain u �M0� � 0. By the similar arguments with the function u (x; t)+M�� (x; t),we obtain that u �M0� � 0. From the last two inequalities, by virtue of arbitrarinessof the point M0, we obtain, that u (x; t) � 0 in QT nE. And thus the su�ciency ofcondition (25) is proved.Necessity. Assume, that capL (E) > 0. Denote by E 0T such a set, that E 0T � ET ;E � E 0T . Assume QT = E 0T . Also by the above stated cap(E 0T )L (E) > 0. Let uE (x; t)and �E be L -capacity potential of the compact E with respect to E 0T and L -capacitydistribution E; respectively.Similarly to [15], we'll give the equivalent de�nation of L -capacity of the compactE with respect to E 0T . Let g (x; t) be Green's function of the operator L in E 0T . Let'scall the measure � on E L feasible, if supp� � E and

[E� (x; t) = Z
E 0T

g (x� y; t� �) d� (y � �) < 1 for x 2 supp�: (30)
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The quantity sup� (E) = cap(E 0T )L (E), where the least upper bound is taken byall L -feasible measures is called L capacity of the compact E with respect to E 0T .The L capacity capL (E) is de�ned similarly. At that [15] it is shown, that thereexists a unique measure on which the least upper bound � (E) by set of all L feasiblemeasures � is reached. This measure is L capacity distribution of the compact E.By the above proved the function uE (x; t) is a generalized solution of the equationLuE = 0 in E 0T nE, equaled to zero on � (E 0T ). Besides from the maximum principleof Lemma 4, and from (30) it follows, that uE (x; t) 2 M (E 0T ). On the other handuE (x; t) 6� 0, since �� (E) > 0.The theorem is proved.
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